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G
raphitic carbon-based films have
been used in various applications
such as engineering materials, elec-

tronics, electrochemical electrodes, electro-
magnetic shielding, packing, and gaskets,
due to their unique physiochemical pro-
perties.1�3 A long-standing focus is to de-
velop such film materials with tunable mi-
croscale structures and novel macroscale
mechanical and electrical conducting prop-
erties. Conventional graphite foils are fabri-
cated by pressing exfoliated graphite flakes.
The tensile strength of such foils is attribu-
ted to the surface roughness of the flakes
and is typically in the range 2�12 MPa,4,5

which is not strong enough for flexible
applications. Moreover, graphite foils frac-
ture easily under bending.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), consisting of

single or multiple rolled graphene layers,
possess excellent anisotropic mechanical
properties6 and can even fully recover from
severe bending or compressing.7,8 Tensile
strength values for individual nanotubes
are experimentally measured as high as
100�200 GPa, and modulus values are
∼1TPa.9�12Moreover, CNTs showballistic con-
duction behavior for electricity and heat.13,14

These extraordinary properties have moti-
vated considerable interest in fabricating
macroscopic CNT films (buckypapers) for
real applications.15 Although improved
mechanical strength up to about 80 MPa
has been reported for CNT films com-
pared with graphite foils,16�18 it is still
several orders of magnitude lower than
the strength of individual nanotubes. Si-
milar to graphite foils, CNT films crack upon
bending or compressing, which limits their
applications.
Currently, methods for the preparation of

CNTfilmscanbeconveniently categorized into
wet chemistry and direct growth approaches.
The wet chemistry approach, widely used,

includes vacuum filtration,19�21 layer-by-
layer (LBL) assembly,22 solution spraying,23

spin coating,24 and draw-down rod coat-
ing.25 In normal cases, CNTs undergo pur-
ification to remove impurities (e.g., catalysts
and amorphous carbon), dispersion, and
deposition into paper-like films in this ap-
proach. It can be applied to various carbon
nanomaterials such as CNTs and graphene
oxide and provides large room for chemical
modification of these carbon nanomaterials.
However, the CNT films obtained by this
approach commonly have poor mechanical
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ABSTRACT

Preparation of strong, flexible, and multifunctional carbon-based films has attracted

considerable interest not only in fundamental research areas but also for industrial

applications. We report a binder-free, ultrastrong, and foldable carbon nanotube (CNT) film

using aligned few-walled nanotube sheets drawn from spinnable nanotube arrays. The film

exhibits tensile strengths up to ∼2 GPa and a Young's modulus up to ∼90 GPa, which is

markedly superior to other types of carbon-based films reported, including commercial

graphite foils, buckypapers, and graphene-related papers. The film can bear severe bending

(even being folded) and shows good structure integrity and negligible change in electric

conductivity. The unique structure of the CNT film (good nanotube alignment, high packing

density) provides the film with direct and efficient transport paths for electricity. As a flexible

charge collector, it favors a magnesium oxide coating to exhibit high charge/discharge rate

stability and an excellent electrochemical capacitance close to its theoretical value.

KEYWORDS: carbon nanotube . film . tensile strength . alignment . bending .
charge collector
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strength, and the nanotubes are disorderly aligned in
the films.More importantly, during the purification and
dispersion process, the native structures of nanotubes
are damaged by truncating the nanotubes and induc-
ing many surface defects, which are detrimental to
their mechanical and electrical properties. Alterna-
tively, the direct growth approach can avoid such
problems. CNT films can be directly and continuously
collected downstream of flowing gases that contain
carbon source and floating catalyst particles passing
through a hot furnace.26,27 This method is well known
for its promising mass production at low cost.28,29

Unfortunately, the CNTs are randomly aligned in the
films. As an alternative, the vertically aligned nanotube
array (forest or carpet) that is directly grown on a
predeposited catalyst film shows high purity, since
the catalyst film is very thin (few nanometers), and
most of it stays on the substrate due to the base growth
mode.30 Pure and dense buckypapers can be easily
prepared by pushing down the vertical nanotubes in
one direction and peeling them off the substrate.31�33

The nanotubes are tightly aligned in the pushing
direction, allowing the buckypaper to outperformmost
of the vacuum-filtrated buckypapers in terms of mech-
anicalflexibility and thermal andelectrical conductance.31

However, the size of the buckypaper is limited by the
substrate wafer, and the mechanical strength of the
buckypaper is still low.
In contrast to the mentioned approaches, spinnable

CNT arrays offer much flexibility to fabricate various
novel carbon forms in a dry state at room tem-
perature.34 For example, an aligned CNT sheet can be
drawn readily from such arrays and shows many
promising applications.35,36 A combination of the
drawing process with twisting on the nanotube sheets
yields strong and lightweight CNT fibers.37,38 Amethod
was developed to prepare anisotropic CNT films by LBL

stacking of the nanotube sheets.39 Herein, we report a
CNT film fabricated by the solid-state LBL assembly of
aligned few-walled CNT sheets that draw from highly
spinnable nanotube arrays. Compared with the LBL
assembly of positively and negatively charged CNTs,22

this solid assembly method does not introduce chemi-
cal treatment to CNTs and CNT contact with each other
through physical interactions such as van der Waals
forces. The film is robust, having a tensile strength of
1�2 GPa and exhibiting good structure stability under
severe bending and folding. Moreover, it shows aniso-
tropic electrical conductivity and can provide a direct
path for charges when used as electrodes for electro-
chemical cells.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1A shows the setup for preparation of the
CNT film. An aligned and transparent CNT sheet was
drawn in the solid state from a spinnable nanotube
array and then continuously wound onto a rotating
spindle layer by layer to produce a seamless film roll
(Figure 1B). The spinnable nanotube array was grown
at 750 �C by catalytic chemical vapor deposition using
ethylene as carbon source and Fe (1 nm)/Al2O3 (10 nm)
on a silicon substrate as catalyst (see Experimental
Section).40 A nanotube array with a length of 1 cm
can be continuously converted into a 10 m long
nanotube sheet at a drawing rate of 1 m/min. The
thickness of the CNT film depends on the number of
windings, and the width of the film is determined by
the initial width of the nanotube sheet. After being
taken off the spindle, the seamless CNT film was cut
into strips with various widths by a sharp knife. The
strips are robust and highly flexible, as shown in
Figure 1C. We notice that the as-prepared CNT film
appears black, while it becomes shiny after being
treated with ethanol (Figure 1D), similar to highly

Figure 1. (A) Setup for the preparation of the aligned CNT film. A CNT sheet from a spinnable nanotube array on a 4 in. silicon
waferwas continuouslywoundon a rotating spindle and collected. (B) As-preparedCNT filmon a spindle. (C) Flexible CNT film
strip. (D) Photographs of a shining CNT strip and (E) strip coated with a 12 nm gold layer. Inset in (D) is the shape of a water
droplet on the strip. (F) SEM image of a woven fabric consisting of CNT strips.
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ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). The surface prop-
erty of the film even changes from hydrophobic to
somewhat hydrophilic, as indicated by the water con-
tact angle, which decreased from 129� on the original
CNT sheet to 73� on the densified film (Figure 1D, and
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). This indicates
that a smooth surface consisting of closely packed
nanotubes is formed, which may enable the CNT film
to act as a suitable scaffold for fabricating cheap and
flexible electrodes by depositing a continuous layer of
noble metals (e.g., Au, Pt). A CNT film coated with a
12 nm thick Au layer is shown in Figure 1E. The Au/CNT
film is highly conductive (<1 ohm/sq) and bendable,
with stable electrical conductivity. Fabricating archi-
tectures using such CNT films for flexible electrical
circuits, electrochemical electrodes, high-strength
composites, etc., is achievable. As an example, wewove
a textile fabric using some millimeter-wide CNT strips
by hand, and its scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image is shown in Figure 1F.
Figure 2A shows a SEM image of the aligned nano-

tube sheet. The CNTs are self-assembled into small
fibrils and align parallel to the drawing direction. The
thickness of the sheet is about 50�100 nm. Transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) shows that the CNTs in
the sheet are few-walled and have small diameters
(Figure 2B). Over 95% of the nanotubes have 2�3
graphene walls with a nanotube diameter distribution
in a range from 4 to 6 nm, as shown by the statistics on
70 nanotubes (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information). The surface morphology of the as-pre-
pared CNT films (without densification) is similar to that
of the initial CNT sheet; that is, CNTs being spaced by

tens of nanometer-wide gaps (see Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information). These gaps can not only trap
most of incident light, rendering the film low
reflectance,41 but also provide paths for solutions or
gases to penetrate into the film to densify it. We used
ethanol to shrink the as-prepared CNT film during or
after winding. The density of the film increased from
0.6 to 0.9 g cm�3 after the solvent densification. It is
much higher than that for the films obtained by
pressing of vertical CNT forests,31,32 but still lower than
that for the graphite foils due to the hollow structure of
nanotubes. SEM images at different magnification
reveal that the CNTs are closely packed into a dense
assembly and become further straightened after den-
sification, with the gaps disappearing (Figure 2C, D).
The nanotube alignment was further confirmed by a
polarized Raman spectrum of the film (see Figure S4 in
the Supporting Information).42 High-quality organiza-
tion of CNTs during the winding process can also be
confirmed from the side image of the CNT film parallel
to the nanotube alignment (Figure 2E, F).
Figure 3A compares the mechanical parameters

including tensile strength and Young's modulus
(measured along the nanotube alignment) of our
aligned CNT films to the dates collected from the
reported carbon-based films including buckypaper,
graphene oxide paper, graphene paper, and graphite
foil. We plot dates obtained from more than 20 samples.
Most of them show tensile strengths above 1.1 GPa,
though the modulus shows relatively large variations.
The maximal tensile strength (∼2.0 GPa) and Young's
modulus (∼90 GPa) of our CNT films are ∼10�20 times
and ∼20 times, respectively, higher than those for the
previously reported buckypapers16,18,39,43�46 and also
much stronger than the graphene oxide paper,47,48 gra-
phene paper,49 and graphite foils.4,50 We observed that
the mechanical parameters are even comparable with
the CNT fibers spun from the same array.51 The data
information in Figure 3A is detailed in Table S1 in the
Supporting Information. When normalized to the film's
density (0.9 g cm�1), the specific tensile strength of our
CNT films is much greater than that for aluminum foil
(483 MPa, density: 2.8 g cm�3) and high-strength steel
(AISI 4130 steel, σ: 1110 MPa, 7.85 g cm�3) and
comparable with the value for the rigid carbon fiber
laminate (1600�2000 MPa, density: 1.75 g cm�3). To
the best of our knowledge, this is the strongest pure
CNT film ever reported.
Figure 3B shows representative stress�strain curves

for the as-prepared and the densified CNT films. The as-
prepared CNT films with a thickness of 8 μm have an
average tensile strength of 0.5 GPa and modulus of
13.6GPa (green). Significant improvements on the tensile
strength and modulus have been achieved for the
densified films: a tensile strength of 1.5 GPa and a mod-
ulus of 66.8 GPa (red). Compared with the as-prepared
film, the ultimate tensile strains become smaller for the

Figure 2. Morphology of an aligned CNT film. (A) SEM
image of an as-drawn CNT sheet for the film fabrication.
(B) TEM image of CNTs in the sheet. SEM images of the
top surface of a densified CNT film at low (C) and high
resolution (D), and (E, F) cross section of the CNT film
parallel to the nanotube alignment at low (E) and high
resolution (F).
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densifiedCNT film,which is about 2.7%. This corresponds
with the increased modulus. The work of extension to
fracture (toughness) is 17.0 MJ m�3 for the densified
film, slightly higher than that of the as-prepared film
(11.9 MJ m�3). When normalized to density, their tough-
ness is comparable, that is, 18.9 J/g for the densified
film and 19.8 J/g for the as-prepared film, respectively.
These values are nearly 100 times higher than the
buckypapers16,18,39,43�46 and the graphene oxide
paper.47 It is reasonable that thin films have better
mechanical parameters than thick films, as the defects
or voids formed in the thin films are less than that in
thick films. Bearing this in mind, we investigated the
relationship between the thickness and the tensile
strength of our CNT films. Although a slight decrease
in tensile strength is observed as the thickness in-
creased from 0.5 to 12 μm, most of the CNT films main-
taineda tensile strength of 1.1�1.6GPa (Figure 3C). This
makes us believe that our films with varying thickness
have very consistent structure.

The mechanical strength of CNT films is mainly
derived from interactions between CNTs, which in-
cludes van der Waals force and nanotube entangle-
ment.52 As a qualitative description, we schematically
show the structure of our CNT film in Figure 4A. The
intertube interactions mainly exist in two directions:
the x axis direction (a, in-plane tube interaction in a
single nanotube sheet) and the z axis direction (b, the
thickness direction: interaction between the nano-
tube layers) when load is applied on the y axis
direction. The CNTs in the film are typically ∼220 μm
in length, as determined by the height of spin-
nable arrays, and they prefer to stick to each other to
form small fibrils (Figure 4B). Therefore, strong tu-
be�tube interactions in the x axis direction are effec-
tively guaranteed by the long tube contact lengths,
favoring most of the nanotubes participating in load
bearing.52,53 During the winding process, the nano-
tube sheet stacks layer by layer, with nanotubes being
aligned in the load direction. After the alcohol densi-
fication, the nanotubes are closely packed in the
thickness direction, as shown in Figure 4C, a high-
resolution SEM image of the cross section of a densi-
fied CNT film perpendicular to the nanotube align-
ment. The high packing density can achieve a large
contact area between the nanotubes, and thus the
van der Waals force or interfriction gets enhanced in
the thickness direction. This is consistent with the
comparison results in Figure 3B. For the as-prepared
CNT film without densification, the nanotube packing
is loose (see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).

Figure 4. (A) Schematic diagram showing intertube inter-
actions in a CNT film in the x axis direction (a, in-plane tube
interaction) and in the z axis direction (b, interaction
between the nanotube layers, the thickness direction)when
load is applied in the y axis direction. (B) TEM showing fibrils
consisting of closely packed nanotubes in an aligned nano-
tube sheet. The arrow points to the corresponding x axis
direction in part A. (C) Cross section image of a densified
CNT film perpendicular to the nanotube alignment at high
resolution; the arrow points in the thickness direction of the
CNT film (z axis direction). (D) SEM image of the fracture of a
CNT film.

Figure 3. Mechanical behavior of CNT films. (A) Comparison
of our CNT films with previously reported buckypapers,
graphite foil, and graphene papers in terms of tensile
strength and modulus. (B) Representative stress�strain
curves for the as-prepared (green) anddensifiedCNTpapers
(red). (C) Tensile strength as a function of the paper's
thickness; each data point was averaged from those of
5 or 6 samples, and the error bars represent the standard
error.
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Slippage between the nanotubes occurs easily, which
leads to a relatively low mechanical strength and
modulus (see the green curve in Figure 3B). The
tube�tube joints, which connect CNTs into a contin-
uous sheet, are randomly distributed in the films, and
they get pressed during the winding and solution
densification. When stretched, the CNTs tend to slip
at the joints, resulting in the rough fracture surface
after the rupture of the CNT film (Figure 4D). Fracture
of individual nanotubes may coexist with the nano-
tube slipping in our film as previously observed for
CNT bundles or fibers.12,38 These unique features
integrated in our films effectively transfer the load
to individual nanotubes in the film, achieving high
mechanical performance. In contrast, buckypapers
prepared by the wet chemistry approach consist of
randomly aligned short nanotubes, and the nano-
tubes are connected only by weak crossings.54 When
stretched, the randomnanotubes tend to rearrange in
the load direction, and simultaneous slippage occurs
between them, which gives rise to the observed poor
mechanical properties. Binders or chemical linkages
thus were used to prevent the nanotube from sliding,
resulting in a strong CNT composite.55�57 A note-
worthy advance for our CNT films is that they are free
from binders.
It is worth mentioning that not all CNT films pro-

duced by this solid-state assembly can achieve such
superior mechanical performances. For example,
Zhang et al. reported a tensile strength of 232.5 MPa
for a CNT film containing 18 layers of nanotube
sheets,35 and Inoue Yoku reported an aligned CNT film
having a tensile strength of 80 MPa and Young's
modulus of 1 GPa.39 We recently reported a tensile
strength of 420MPa for a CNT film.58 Comparison of the
nanostructures for different CNTs reveals that the tube
diameter is more closely related with the film's tensile
strength (see Table S2 in the Supporting Information).
The observation is consistent with the results we
previously reported for CNT fibers spun from different
CNT arrays.51 Considering that the outermost walls of
CNTs play a dominate role in load transfer,9 large
contact areas between CNTs (high packing density)

are of great importance for CNT films or fibers to
achieve high strength. Small-diameter CNTs are super-
ior because they have fewer crystalline defects, fewer
walls, and a large contact area in a unit volume
compared to the nanotubes with large diameters. For
the growth of small-diameter CNTs, an alumina buffer
layer was introduced between a catalytic Fe film and Si
substrate, as the alumina layer can effectively retard
the aggregation of the catalytic particles, thus favoring
the formation of dense small-diameter catalytic parti-
cles on the substrate.59 Additional attention should be
paid to the quality (or spinnability) of the few-walled
CNT arrays. Superior mechanical performance can be
readily obtained when nanotube sheets can be con-
tinuously and uniformly drawn from CNT arrays (this
kind of array has good spinnability). If the nanotube
sheet becomes narrow or branched during the draw-
ing process, the obtained CNT films commonly have a
relatively low modulus and tensile strength.
Besides their superior mechanical properties, our

CNT films show excellent mechanical flexibility and
structure integrity during bending. We applied a very
small voltage (0.1 mV) on the two sides of a 6 μm thick
CNT film strip along the nanotube alignment and
recorded the current passing through the film during
a bending test. The resistance calculated from the
voltage and the current showed negligible change
after the film was bent to a radius of 1.5 mm 2000
times (Figure 5A). Impressively, even after the film was
folded and unfolded 180� over 100 times, the resis-
tance did not show an observable increase (Figure 5B).
Shear stress is applied on the film during the bending
test. The stress is not strong enough to break down the
nanotubes, but can make the nanotubes slip in their
laminate to accommodate the extension of the outer
surface of the film. The extension is closely related with
the normal strain (ε), which can be expressed as ε =
0.5t/r, where t is the thickness of the film and r is the
radius of curvature. Thus, it is important for the nano-
tubes to be long enough to withstand the slippage to
rupture of CNT films upon bending (Figure 6A, long
nanotubes), or the CNT films could crack easily upon
bending, as indicated by a CNT film consisting∼10 μm

Figure 5. Resistance change of a 6 μm thick CNT film with bending test: (A) after the film was bent to a 1.5 mm radius more
than 2000 times; (B) after thefilmwas folded andunfoldedmany times. Inset in (B) shows theunfolded (above) and foldedfilm
(below).
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long random multiwalled carbon nanotubes (Figure 6A,
short nanotubes, and Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information). As shown previously, the length of the
CNTs in our films is about 220 μm. It is easy for such
long nanotubes to bridge the elongation caused by the
bending stress (shear stress). As shown in Figure 6B, a
6 μm thick aligned CNT strip was folded and a crease
was formed. The nanotubes are continuously aligned
across the crease at both the outer (Figure 6C) and the
inner sides (Figure 6D) of the strip.
The electrical conductivity of our pure CNT film

along the nanotube alignment at room temperature
is about 35 000 S/m using the four-probe method,
higher than the functionalized few-walled nanotube
mat reported recently18 and the random nanotube films
prepared using the CNTs from our spinnable arrays
(∼5500 S/m). Therefore, the unique structure of our
CNT film can provide not only excellent mechanical
performance but also direct and efficient transport
paths for electricity. Compared to the metal foils that
are commonly used for charge collectors in electro-
chemical cells, e.g., lithium ion batteries and super-
capacitors, the CNT film is more stable in various
solutions and, thus, more suitable for charge collector
application. Moreover, the robustness of our CNT film
(strong but nonbrittle) can facilitate the fabrication or
assembly of electrochemical cells comparedwith other
kinds of buckypapers. As a demonstration, magnesium
oxide (MnOx) was electrochemically deposited on a
CNT film, producing a flexible CNT/MnOx composite
electrode. Figure 7A shows the cyclic voltammogram
(CV) of a CNT and the composite film from 0 to 1 V
versus SCE at a scan rate of 100mV s�1measured in 1M
Na2SO4 aqueous solution. A symmetrical rectangular
pattern is observed in the CV curve for the composite
film, which indicates the film's good capacitive be-
havior. It is clear that the magnesium oxide coating
makes a major contribution to the capacitance of
the composite film, as the CNT film shows very low

electrochemical capacitive activity, as indicated by the
small integrated area in its CV curve. The low capaci-
tance of the CNT film further shines light on the film's
high packing density. We calculated the specific capaci-
tances at different charging/discharging current den-
sity from the galvanostatic charge/discharge curves
(see Figure S6 in the Supporting Information) for the
composite film, and the results are shown in Figure 7B.
The specific capacitance is 199.4 F g�1 at a current
density of 1 Ag�1.With the current density increasing to
20 A g�1, the composite electrode can even maintain
80% capacitance, showing high stability and good rate
performance. It is worth mentioning that the capaci-
tance values are obtained based on the mass of the
composite electrode.When calculatedbasedonmass of
themagnesiumoxide layer, the specific capacitance can
even reach 1176 F g�1 (corresponding to 199.4 F g�1

at 1 A g�1), approaching the theoretical capacitance of
magnesium oxide.60,61 Such high capacitance perfor-
mance is derived from the excellent electrical conduc-
tivity of our aligned CNT strip that provides fast charge
transport paths for the magnesium oxide coatings.

CONCLUSIONS

We have fabricated ultrastrong, fold-crack-free CNT
films by solid-state layer-by-layer assembly of few-
walled CNT sheets. Such high-performance CNT films
possess four essential features of CNTs: good align-
ment, long length, small diameter (fewwalls), and high
packing density. Due to the unique structure, the films
are very promising for many advanced applications,
such as strong composites, heat-conducting foils, and

Figure 6. Morphology of a folded CNT film. (A) Schematics
illustrating the collapse behaviors of CNT films consisting of
long and short nanotubes under bending. (B) SEM image of
the folded CNT film; a crease can be clearly seen. (C) Outer
side and (D) inner side of the crease on the CNT film.

Figure 7. CNT/MnOx composite film acting as a supercapa-
citor. (A) Cyclic votammograms of a CNT strip and a com-
posite strip at a scan rate of 100 mV s�1 in 1 M Na2SO4. (B)
Specific capacitances of the composite film at different
current density.
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battery electrodes. Moreover, considering the easy
manipulation and scalability, we believe that this

method can shed new light on the fabrication of novel
carbon-based functional materials.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Growth of Spinnable CNT Arrays. CNT arrays were synthesized in

a 5 in. quartz tube at 750 �C by chemical vapor deposition. The
catalyst is prepared by in turn depositing an alumina layer
(30 nm) and an iron layer (1 nm) on a silicon substrate with
thermal oxide by electron-beam evaporation technique. Argon
with 6% hydrogen and pure ethylene were used as the forming
gas and the carbon source, respectively. The total flow rate of
gases was set at 1.5 L/min.

Assembly of the CNT Films. A CNT sheet was drawn from one
side of a spinnable array using a blade and further attached on a
spindle that was covered by a 40 μm thick polytetrafluoroethy-
lene (PTFE) film. A small angle (5�10�) was kept between the
nanotube sheet and the array substrate during the drawing. The
winding rate was set at ∼1 cm s�1. Ethanol was sprayed onto
the nanotubes during or after the winding process. When the
windingwas finished, the obtained CNT filmwas put in a drier at
80 �C overnight to remove ethanol. The CNT film together with
the PTFE film was taken off the spindle, followed by carefully
peeling off the CNT film from the PTFE film.

Characterization. The samples were characterized by scan-
ning electronmicroscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 400 FEG, and Hitachi
S-4800 HR-FESEM) and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM, FEI Tecnai G2 F20 S-Twin, 200 kV).

Mechanical Test. The films were cut into 15 mm long strips
with a width of ∼1 mm, which was precisely measured by an
opticalmicroscope. The thicknesses of the stripsweremeasured
by SEM. Mechanical testing was performed on a testing ma-
chine (Instron 3365) with a load cell of 100 N at a displacement
rate of 1 mm/min.

Electrochemical Measurement. The electrochemical measure-
ments were performed on a CHI 660C electrochemical work-
station. Magnesiumoxidewas electrochemically deposited on a
CNT strip using a constant current method in an aqueous
solution containing 0.6 M MnSO4 and 0.8 M H2SO4. A three-
electrode configuration was used for the cyclic voltammetry
and the constant current charge discharge behavior, using the
CNT/MnOx composite as the working electrode, a saturated
calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode, and a Pt wire
as the counter electrode, respectively. The electrolyte is 1 M
Na2SO4 solution. Cyclic voltammetry was measured in the
potential range between 0 and 1 V versus SCE at room tem-
perature at a scan rate of 100 mV s�1.
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